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The  impotent   task for Ukraine is the training of specialists of the Economic  Statistics for
the market economy. Therefore content of teaching Economic  Statistics has transition to the
International Standards.

In 1993 the new government of the Ukraine confirmed conception of the transition of the
National Ukrainian Statistics to the International Standards. Now the Ukraine has transition from
planned to market economy in the areas of productive forces, structure of economy, the  integration
of economy to international economy and the social role of the state institutions. Three stage
planned realisation of the conception:

1) Preparatory. It is determined of organisational, methodical, fundamental, essential
principals of the transition of the Ukrainian statistics to international standards.

2) Transitional. Then these principles are introduced (take root) to practice of statistics.
3) Final. It is attainment integration of all the sphere of the statistical activity.
    Now Ukrainian statistics have come to the second level.

Knowledge about international statistics need for specialists of economics, management,
statistics, international economy and other. I elaborated course of International Economic  Statistics
for the students of Universities of Economics of Ukraine. It contain such problems:

1. Subject, Method & Organizations of International Statistics.
2. Classifications in International Statistics
3. International Population Statistics
4. International labour Statistics
5. International Statistics of National Wealth & Investment
6. International Statistics of Macroeconomics Indicators
7. International Industry Statistics
8. International Agricultural Statistics
9. International Trade Statistics
10. International Finance Statistics
11. International System of National Accounts (SNA)
12. International Environmental Statistics
13. International Health Statistics
14. International comparability of statistical data.
15. International Statistics of prices and wages.

At that should be given consideration to international statistical programs and their
coordination including explanations of the activities of the International Statistical Institute, UN
Statistical Commission and its specialized agencies such as the IMF, FAO, ILO, WHO and
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UNESCO,  the various regional commissions such as the OECD, EUROSTAT and the ECE,
ESCAP, ECLAC, ESCWA and etc.

In Ukraine statistical activity has become a key ingredient of information gathering,
processing and dissemination for use in business, government and in research.

Countries have different arrangements and exhibit various development levels regarding
statistical activities in both  academia and elsewhere.

Statistics have wide spreading all over the globe. Today practically all countries and
international organizations rely on the SNA for evaluating economic performance, setting goals, etc.
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FRENCH RÉSUMÉ

Dans set article il s’agit de problèmes d’enseignment de la statistique économique
internationale à l’Universitét Nationale Économique de Kiev.

On présente les plan perspectif sur les thèmes différents de la statistique économique
internationale, y compris: classifications, population,comparaisons macroéconomiques, commerce,
finance, etc.
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